
DIY Starlit Cube Gemstone Earrings
DIY0082 design by Jessica Prill

Components List 

(1) Gemstone 8x6mm Table Cut Cubes
(1 Pair) Gold Earwires
(2) Diamond Components
(1) Gold 24 guage Headpins
(1 ft.) Gold Chain

You Will Need: 

Two Flat or Chain Nose Pliers 
Round Nose Pliers 
Side Cutters 

Directions: 

1. Cut the head off a headpin. With a chain nose pliers, bend a 90° angle approx. 1/3 of tha way rom the top.
With round nose pliers, make a full loop (A). Slide headpin onto metal diamond component (B). Finish with 2
snug wire wrapped coils around the stem. Trim the excess wire close to the wrap (C). Add 1 gemstone cube,
make a 90° angle leaving approx 2mm of space between the cube and the bend. With the remaining wire, make
another full loop with rounds nose pliers (D). Set aside.

2. Cut the head off a headpin. With a flat nose pliers, bend a 90° angle approx. 1/3 of the way from the top.
With round nose pliers, make a full loop and finish with 2 snug wire wrapped coils around the stem. Trim the
excess wire close to the wrap (E). Add 1 gemstonet cube to the headpin, make a 90° angle leaving approx 2mm
of space between the cube and the bend. Make another full loop on the bottom with round nose pliers (F). Set
aside.

3. Cut 6 pieces of gold chain: 2 pieces at 1", 2 pieces at 3/4" and 2 pieces at 1/2". Slide 3 pieces of chain in
varying lengths onto the loop you just made in figure F. Make 2 snug wire wrapped coils with the remaining wire
to finish. Trim excess wire close to the wrap (G).

4. Slide figure G onto figure D. Finish the end of the excess wire (H) with two wire wrapped coils and trim close
to the wrap. Attach earwire to the top of the diamond component (I). Repeat steps 1-4 for 2nd earring!
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